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Overview 

This committee will take place in the aftermath of Catching Fire following the rebellion’s              

successful plan to break tributes out of the arena and prematurely end the 75th Hunger Games.                

The plan’s success required involvement from District 13, rebel forces, tributes, and certain             

individuals on the inside of the Capitol. Now, the rebellion against the Capitol must prepare for a                 

much larger fight, one in which they are at a disadvantage due to the wealth, power, and military                  

capabilities of the Capitol. The High Command of the rebellion must work together to overthrow               

the Capitol and build a new Panem while balancing their own personal interests. This committee               

will take the form of a fast-paced crisis simulation, where delegates will need to think on their                 

feet and respond to not only what the Crisis Director has planned for them but also the schemes                  

of other delegates. While the committee is unified by the desire to destroy the Capitol, what                

comes after that is anyone’s guess, and the posturing for power is already well underway.  

 

Background: Panem 

Panem as a nation emerged from the ruins of ecological destruction and global conflict in               

what was formerly known as the United States of America. Panem is made up of 13 districts and                  

a Capitol to which the districts provide economic and material support. Each district of Panem is                

assigned a particular industry: 

District 1: Luxury goods 

District 2: Rock quarrying  

District 3: Electronic goods manufacturing  

District 4: Fishing 
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District 5: Power generation 

District 6: Transportation manufacturing 

District 7: Lumber  

District 8: Textiles 

District 9: Grain 

District 10: Livestock 

District 11: Agriculture 

District 12: Coal mining 

District 13: Nuclear energy and weapons production  

Despite their production of all of the Capitol’s goods, the wide majority of the districts               

experience near total poverty. The Capitol however, is an incredibly wealthy district where the              

residents seem to want for nothing.  

 
A map of Panem on the landmass formerly known as the United States. 
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The government of Panem is headed by a president, but the role could more accurately be                

described as a dictator due to the complete power the president holds and the fact that they serve                  

for life. Panem’s current president is Coriolanus Snow, a cruel and repressive leader. The Capitol               

is extremely oppressive in its treatment of the districts. Peacekeepers occupy every district to              

ensure industry production and enforce restrictive laws, often brutalizing and arresting residents            

for petty or non-existent offenses. Further, citizens are prohibited from travelling between            

districts or interacting with residents of other districts. The conditions of Panem and the              

oppression of the Capitol resulted in the First Rebellion, over 75 years before the start of this                 

committee. 

 

The First Rebellion and the Hunger Games 

The First Rebellion was a major civil conflict between Panem’s districts and the Capitol.              

Presumably led by District 13, the districts united and sought to overthrow their repressive              

government. At first, the districts seemed poised to win the war and even successfully blockaded               

the Capitol for a period of time, a primary reason the Capitol references the rebellion as “the                 

Dark Days”. However, the Capitol was eventually able to turn the tide of the war, their greatest                 

threat being the nuclear arsenal of District 13. Unbeknownst to the other districts, District 13               

secured a deal with the Capitol to gain independence from Panem. The Capitol broadcasted              

footage of a smoldering wreckage where District 13 had stood, leading the other districts to               

believe it had been destroyed. Rather, District 13 had moved into underground bunkers where the               

district remained hidden until spearheading the second rebellion.  
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Following the end of the First Rebellion, the Capitol was determined to punish the              

districts so severely that they would not possibly attempt another revolt. In pursuit of this, the                

Capitol instituted the Hunger Games, an annual competition in which the district’s children were              

forced to fight to the death, broadcast live on television. Every year in each district, the name of                  

a boy and a girl between the ages of 12 and 18 are drawn, an event known as the reaping. They                     

are then brought to the Capitol where they are trained for a week in combat and survival skills                  

before entering the arena. The winning district receives a year's supply of food, and victors are                

promised a life of comfort and wealth. In the wealthier districts, namely 1, 2, and 4, certain                 

tributes, known as “Careers”, train their whole lives to volunteer for the Hunger Games. Careers               

are frequently the winners of the Hunger Games, fostering resentment amongst other tributes and              

districts. 

The Hunger Games has evolved significantly over its history. In the early years, the              

Hunger Games were fought in a crumbling amphitheater, and most tributes died of starvation or               

disease before the games even began. The majority of district residents and even many Capitol               

residents did not watch the games, justifiably uncomfortable with the extreme violence. President             

Snow, only a student at the time, proposed a number of changes to the games meant to increase                  

viewership and the Capitol citizen’s involvement with the games. Such proposals included the             

sponsor system, where Capitol citizens could send supplies, necessities, or even weapons to             

tributes in the arena, and mandatory viewing of the Hunger Games in the districts. Today, the                

Hunger Games occurs in a high-tech, sealed arena that simulates different environments and             

conditions. It is designed by a team of Gamemakers who can create changes in the arena such as                  

fires, natural disasters, or the addition of mutant animals.  
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Gamemakers designing and altering the arena in real time during the 74th Hunger Games. 

 

The 74th Hunger Games 

The 74th Hunger Games was a turning point for the entire nation of Panem – the spark                 

that started the second rebellion. It was an atypical Hunger Games from its outset. Volunteers in                

outlying districts are extremely rare, but when 12-year-old Primrose Everdeen’s name was drawn             

during the Reaping, her older sister Katniss volunteered in her place. The other tribute from               

District 12 was Peeta Mellark, the baker’s son who once tossed a starving Katniss a loaf of                 

bread, an act of kindness that earned him Katniss’s gratitude and punishment from his mother.               

Katniss and Peeta meet their mentor Haymitch Abernathy, a reclusive man with a drinking              

problem and the only living victor from District 12. Haymitch believes there is little he can do to                  

help Katniss and Peeta before the games, but upon Peeta’s insistence, he promises to aid them to                 

the best of his ability. 

Upon reaching the Capitol, Katniss met Cinna, a stylist and the only person in the Capitol                

who seemed to understand the tragedy of Katniss’s situation instead of believing that being a               
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tribute was an honor. Cinna designed a dress for Katniss that produced synthetic flames, a               

fashion choice that caught the nation (and President Snow)’s attention and earned Katniss the              

nickname “Girl on Fire”. Katniss only gained attention during her private training session with              

the Gamemakers where, upon being ignored, Katniss fired an arrow into the apple of a pig’s                

mouth, narrowly missing the head’s of the Capitol’s elite. Rather than receiving a lower score,               

Katniss received an 11, the second highest score.  

During his interview before the games, Peeta confessed his love for Katniss. While true,              

Peeta hoped the move would gain him and Katniss support in the arena. Katniss was extremely                

angry with Peeta over this, and the pair did not enter the arena as allies. At the start of the games,                     

Peeta appeared to be working alongside the Careers to hunt down Katniss, but it became clear he                 

was attempting to lead them away from her. Several days into the games, Head Gamemaker               

Seneca Crane announced that for the first time ever, the Hunger Games would allow for two                

victors so long as they were from the same district, a rule change obviously motivated by Katniss                 

and Peeta’s star-crossed lovers narrative. Katniss finds Peeta, severely injured, and the two begin              

to work together with only a few victors remaining. 

After many near-death experiences and hard-fought battles, Katniss and Peeta emerged as            

the only remaining tributes, only for Seneca Crane to announce that there could only be one                

victor. Katniss and Peeta, in a moment of resistance, intended to eat poisonous berries in order to                 

prevent the Capitol from having any victor at all. Seeing this, Crane declared both Katniss and                

Peeta victors. It soon became clear that President Snow was deeply unhappy with Katniss’s              

rebellious act, and he forced her to convince the nation that it was driven solely by her love for                   

Peeta.  
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The 75th Hunger Games 

Following the 74th Hunger Games, small demonstrations of resistance began to take            

place throughout the districts, with Katniss’s signature Mockingjay pin becoming a recurring            

symbol. In response to the uptick in rebellious acts, the Capitol deployed more Peacekeepers to               

the districts, instructing them to crack down harshly on any people engaging in insurgent acts or                

suspected to be doing so. District 8 was the first district to experience a relatively widespread                

anti-Capitol uprising, with smaller rebellious acts documented in Districts 11 and 4 shortly             

thereafter. In an attempt to punish Katniss and quash the insurgency, President Snow announced              

a rule change for the 75th Hunger Games (in accordance with the Quarter Quell tradition               

wherein every 25th anniversary of the first rebellion is marked by a special version of the                

Games): the tributes would be reaped from the existing pool of victors. Because Katniss was the                

only living female victor from District 12, she was again chosen to enter the Games. Haymitch                

was chosen as the male District 12 tribute, but Peeta volunteered to take his place. 

In the days leading up to the 75th Hunger Games, several tributes and allies of the                

rebellion committed subtle rebellious acts that further incensed President Snow. During the            

tribute interviews that traditionally took place the day before the Games, Peeta falsely divulged              

to the audience that he and Katniss had secretly gotten married and that Katniss was pregnant, a                 

story that sent the Capitol audience into hysterics and that he hoped would foment further               

resentment towards the Games and President Snow. At the end of the interviews, all the tributes                

stood hand-in-hand together across the stage, an unprecedented show of unity that shocked the              

Capitol and further encouraged rebellion in the districts. 
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The arena for the 75th Games was designed to resemble a clock: it was perfectly circular,                

was enclosed by a force field, and contained a jungle divided into twelve wedge-shaped sections,               

each holding a unique threat to the tributes that occurred one after the other in one-hour intervals.                 

While in the arena, Peeta and Katniss formed an early alliance with Finnick and Mags of District                 

4. As the Games progressed, the alliance expanded to include Beetee and Wiress of District 3,                

Johanna of District 7, and the female tribute from District 6. Unbeknownst to Katniss, this               

alliance was orchestrated before the Games began, these tributes being allies of the rebellion and               

banding together to protect Katniss, who they viewed as the leader of the uprising. 

Towards the end of the Games, when the only tributes who remained alive were the               

Careers of Districts 1 and 2 and the majority of the aforementioned alliance, Beetee hatched a                

plan to run a wire from the tree that was struck by lightning every day at noon (as per the arena’s                     

clocklike design) to the water in the center of the arena in order to electrocute everything inside,                 

killing the Careers. The wire had been run from the tree to the water when the Careers and the                   

alliance crossed paths, resulting in a violent bloodbath. In the midst of the chaos, Katniss,               

realizing that the plan all along was not to electrocute the water but to short-circuit and destroy                 

the force field around the arena, tied the wire to an arrow and shot it into the force field just as                     

lightning struck the tree. This caused the force field to collapse, and shortly thereafter, an aircraft                

arrived and airlifted Katniss, Beetee, and Finnick out of the arena, flying them to District 13.                

While the aim was to rescue all the tributes that remained alive, Johanna, Enobaria, and Peeta                

were captured by Capitol forces and taken hostage. 
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Current Situation 

Our committee begins in the days following this abrupt end to the 75th Hunger Games.               

The aircraft that rescued the tributes from the arena was flown by members of the second                

rebellion, which is headquartered in District 13 and involves, among others, Haymitch, Plutarch             

Heavensbee, and the victors who allied with Katniss and Peeta in the arena. Contrary to the                

beliefs of most citizens of Panem, District 13 still exists; all its inhabitants live completely               

underground, and it is led by Alma Coin, president of the district and de facto leader of the                  

rebellion up until this point. The rebellion had covertly operated and prepared for a large-scale               

uprising for several years prior to Katniss’ first Games – however, the events of the 75th Games                 

gave them the spark they needed to set their plan in motion. Following the breakdown of the                 

Games, many in the districts openly rebelled, and chaos ensued, with Peacekeepers enforcing             

martial law across Panem and clashing violently with rebels. District 12 was carpet bombed and               

completely decimated by the Capitol, but fortunately, the rebellion was able to coordinate a              

massive evacuation of its citizens to District 13 before the bombs hit, aided by Gale Hawthorne. 

With several of your allies in the Capitol’s clutches, the districts in anarchy, and the               

future of the nation in your hands, it is up to you as members of the rebellion’s high command to                    

choose your next steps and do all you can to defeat the Capitol and build a new Panem. 

 

Characters 

Katniss Everdeen: Victor of the 74th Hunger Games from District 12 and presumptive voice of               

the revolution. ‘The Girl on Fire’ has won fame and fortune thanks to her daring nature, but                 

some think she is hot-headed in delicate situations.  
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Alma Coin: President of District 13 and leader of the present rebellion against the Capitol. Coin                

hates the Capitol with every fiber of her being, but keeps a level head with regards to her people.                   

She has access to the full array of resources within the district. 

 

Gale Hawthorne: Grew up with Katniss Everdeen in District 12 and saved over 900 people from                

the bombing of District 12. At present, Gale is emerging as a leader in the rebellion against the                  

Capitol. Gale has a natural gift with leadership and planning, and has a working knowledge of                

technology. 

 

Plutarch Heavensbee: Head Gamemaker of the 75th Hunger Games and inside man for the              

rebellion inside the Capitol. He is currently a commander of rebel forces and works closely with                

Alma Coin. Heavensbee is skilled at propaganda and communications and is also an ingenious              

strategist. 

 

Finnick Odair: Winner of the 65th Hunger Games from District 4 and tribute of the 75th Hunger                 

Games before being rescued by rebel forces. Unlike Katniss and Peeta, Finnick was aware of and                

involved with the rebel plan. Finnick is a capable fighter, and unparalleled in his ability to lead                 

battles involving an amphibious or naval component.  

 

Haymitch Abernathy: Mentor of Katniss and Peeta for the 74th and 75th Hunger Games, victor                

from District 12th for the 50th Hunger Games which had twice the number of tributes (48 instead                 
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of the usual 24). Involved with the rebellion’s plan to break the tributes out of the arena and a                   

major figure in the rebellion. Sardonic but goodhearted, Haymitch provides a constant ‘devil’s             

advocate’ to the more audacious plans of the rebels.  

 

Effie Trinket: Capitol civilian now working alongside the rebellion, Effie was the escort to the               

Capitol for District 12 tributes, where she developed a motherly affection for her charges.              

Having inside knowledge of the Capitol, she nonetheless prefers non-violent solutions.  

 

Beetee Latier: Former Hunger Games tribute from District 3 and tribute of the 75th Hunger               

Games, Beetee was involved with District 13’s plan to rescue tributes from the arena. He is                

extremely intelligent and skilled in electricity, wiring, and technology.  

 

Boggs: Resident of District 13 and second in command to Alma Coin. Boggs is a soldier through                 

and through, skilled at creating battle plans and organizing logistics. When it comes to governing               

though, he has some learning to do.  

 

Cressida: A former resident of the Capitol who defected in order to aid the rebellion. She is a                  

female director who helps with the visual and propaganda efforts of the rebellion. She also has                

training in video production and editing which she can use to create or change the narrative.  
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Commander Paylor: District 8 Commander of rebel forces, Paylor was trained as a Capitol              

soldier before turning to the rebel side. Paylor has the fierce loyalty of his own troops, but is still                   

kept at arm’s length by the higher-ups of the rebellion.  

 

Primrose Everdeen: Younger sister of Katniss Everdeen and medic for the rebellion. Katniss             

volunteered to take Prim’s place in the 74th Hunger Games after the younger Everdeen’s name               

was drawn in the reaping. Ever since, Prim has sought to help the greater good for the sacrifice                  

her sister made. 

 

Carlyle Fox: Fox is a designer employed by the rebels for the purposes of improving their                

defensive technology. A native of District 13, he maintains a bitter hatred for the Capitol in all                 

his work.  

 

Theophilus Gramm: Gramm is a former victor of the 54th Hunger Games from District 4. He                

operates as an informer for the rebels on Capitol movements. He is a master of codes and                 

subterfuge, maintaining contacts in several districts.  

 

Arianna Beren: A historian who found refuge within District 13 after the first rebellion, Beren               

advises the revolutionaries on building a new world after the fall of the Capitol. A scholar of                 

ancient history, Arianna has authored numerous treatises on governance. 
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Hazel Astor: Astor is a financier from District 2 who harbors sympathies for the rebels. He                

manages financial instruments that provide funding to District 13 through legitimate ventures.            

Always assessing profit and loss, his current plan is to wait and see who is winning before                 

pledging open support to one side or the other. 

 

Charlize Grennon: Charlize may only be 16, but she holds an extremely important position. She               

manages the network of child spies used by the rebellion throughout Panem to keep tabs on the                 

enemy. Both of her parents died on missions to conceal the nature of District 13, so she is ready                   

to exact her revenge.  

 

Gray Bell: No one is sure of Gray Bell’s true name or nature. They are a deep cover agent in the                     

Capitol, providing crucial information to the rebellion and its leaders. However, the unknown             

nature of their intentions or allegiances leaves some distrust. 
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